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Most likely, you heard about bitcoin last year. Ordinary guys as if you and me just bite our
elbows while crypto oligarchs obtain fabulously enriched. So we can no longer remain silent, for
who'll save the Fatherland? Bitcoin costs 6 thousand $! 15 thousand $! Video cards are missing
from the stores. And now again on 6! But during the last couple of months, the theme has were

able to annoy you.After that everything abruptly started discussing some ICO - there is a big
mess: people collect the cryptocurrency, compose some whitepapers, publish their tokens -

what is it? Steps to make money on your computer?Then suddenly everybody started to mine
wildly. 17, 18, and here already and 20 thousand dollars. What the f**k? Why would everyone
abruptly need them? People began to search for the cryptocurrency even in Google: the term
bitcoin was searched 6 times more often, ethereum-8 times more regularly than in 2016. And,

allegedly, contrary. Why didn't anybody tell us about it before, b**ch?! After all, we've
computers 15 years! Constantly appear news about brand-new millionaires and actually

billionaires. What for? Why therefore many? At the start of the 2017, ICO was held once a week,
at the end - 10 moments a day. Let's make an effort to understand. How come that hard? But

where's the money? After that China banned them, and japan allowed it.
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